HAND-OUT
Med Rec –Documenting a Home Medication with a Delayed Start
Effective 5/4/2017
Audience: Inpatient Nursing and Providers

This handout outlines the process for providers to document clear patient instructions on the After Visit
Summary (AVS) when a home medication has a delayed start that needs to be restarted after discharge.
Additional documentation will also be performed by the nurse.

Continuing a Current PTA Medication Post-Discharge with a Delayed Start
If your patient was taking a home medication, which was discontinued during admission, but should be
restarted after discharge with a delayed start, the following steps should be taken to clearly document that
delay for your patient:
1. After opening your patient’s chart, click on the Discharge navigator to complete your discharge
documentation.
2. Click on Med Reconciliation.
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3. On the Review Orders for Discharge step of med rec, locate the PTA medication you want to delay.
4. Click Modify/Edit to open the order detail.

Completing the Order Detail Screen
On the order detail screen, document the following updates to the medication:
5. In the Starting field, enter the start date you want the patient to begin taking the medication.
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6. Scroll to the Class field on the order detail and change the class from Eprescribe to Historical Med.
7. Click Accept to save the updates. Complete the discharge med rec and sign all orders.

Adding Documentation to Patient Instructions
Additional documentation can be added to the Pt Instructions section of the discharge navigator.
Click on Pt Instructions and do the following.
1. Type the instructions in the text box
2. Click Close

Result: This documentation will print on the patient’s AVS.
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Adding Documentation to New Medication Orders
When ordering a new home medication with a delayed start, access the discharge Med Reconciliation
again and do the following:
1. On the 2. New Orders tab, enter the medication in the search field that you want ordered. Press
Enter to search.
2. Locate the medication and click Accept to add that order to the order listing.
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Click on the detail of the medication to open the order detail. Make the following changes:
3. Change the Starting: date to the date you want the medication to start being taken
4. Leave the Class as Eprescribe so the prescription is automatically sent to the pharmacy
5. Click Accept to save the order

Complete the discharge med rec and sign all orders. Additional documentation can be placed in the
Pt Instructions section as well.
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Result: The medication will have the delayed start date and will display in the Home Medication list on the
AVS.

And this will also appear in the Patient Instructions section:
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Nursing - Adding Documentation On Home Med List
Nursing can also add additional documentation on the Home Med List for the patient to call out
medication delays. To create the documentation:
1. Click on Navigators.
2. Click on the Discharge tab.
3. Click on Home Med List.

Result: The Home Med List displays

To document additional instructions on the delayed medications, do the following:
4. Locate the medication on the Home Medication List and click the Add icon
when the next dose is due.
5. Enter in the text field documentation when the dose is due.
6. Click Accept to add it to the Home Medication List.
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to document

Result: The documentation will display on the patient’s Home Med List on the AVS.
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